To summarize, in this thesis, I propose learning-based control approaches for soft rehabilitation robots. Firstly, a novel iterative learning model predictive control (ILMPC) method is presented to solve accurate modeling problems. The uniqueness of this approach is that it can achieve satisfactory tracking performance and improve model accuracy simultaneously. Secondly, a probabilistic model-based online learning optimal control (PMOLOC) framework is proposed to overcome various design challenges. The effectiveness of this framework is investigated on soft pneumatic actuators of different designs, during which all soft actuators can achieve good tracking performance.

Furthermore, varied training modalities are adopted in correspondence with practical conditions of stroke survivors. Firstly, a passive finger stretching training modality is designed for stroke survivors who are unable to extend fingers. The ILMPC method is further developed for a wearable soft robotic glove, taking finger conditions into account. The soft robotic glove can be adaptive to different finger conditions for trajectory tracking. Secondly, an active-assisted training modality is utilized for stroke survivors who have detectable motion intentions. The PMOLOC framework is further extended to deal with uncertainties of voluntary intentions. The soft robotic glove can successfully assist stroke survivors to accomplish different ADL tasks. Stroke survivors show improved hand functions and better muscle coordination after training. These experimental results demonstrate the potential of the presented system in hand rehabilitation therapy.
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